
Oh My, 
Great Guide!

HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR CLESIGN MAT



CLEAN IT RIGHT

Caring For Your Mat

Cleaning your yoga mat should be one of
the rituals you bring into your yoga
practice.
We hope your CLESIGN mat is serving you well!
We want you to be able to use and get the most out of
your CLESIGN mat for as long as possible. So here is
how to take care of it!



Clean it
RIGHT

1/2 cup soda

1/2 cup fresh lemon juice

10 drops of essential oil 

CLESIGN AURORA mat is usually anti-microbial in nature so you need not worry about any kind

of fungus growing on it if it gets sweaty, but both soaking the mat and using essential oils on it

will detract from the stickiness of your mat over time.

 We recommend you clean your mat only about every 5-7 uses.

(Self-assessment based on individual sweating)

Stick to a moist towel wipe-down and make natural maintenance agent to cleaning and hang

dry after each practice to avoid moisture buildup. 

    (select natural organic eucalyptus, mint, lavender, new lavender

      tea tree, etc.)

After fully mixed, it is recommended to use warm water stroke, it is easier to dissolve and use.

To clean CLESIGN AURORA mat it's best to use a soft, natural soap diluted with plenty of water.

If you need to clean the mat more thoroughly, use a tiny drop of dishwashing liquid diluted into

plenty of water.  Wipe the yoga mat gently with a non-abrasive sponge, the sponge should be

damp but not soaking wet. Refrain from doing this too wipe it rough with the sponge but

remember that whilst our planet-friendly CLESIGN mat materials are remarkably durable for

Yoga practice, over-cleaning or using abrasive products will wear out the materials faster. We

do not recommend using any chemical mat cleaner sprays or essential oil sprays, as they can

potentially damage the mat.
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After Use/
Clean

After any practice, especially a sweaty one, and after

cleaning allow your mat to dry fully before you roll it up,

Although the sun’s rays are considered a natural drying

agent, they can be harmful to many rubber mats, causing

them to decay faster, To prolong the life of your mat, 

 don’t leave it outside to dry for an extended period of

time. Move your mat indoors at the end of your practice.

Heading straight home from your outclass? No problem,

just roll it up, take it home, and unroll to dry as soon as you

get a chance.

#2
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#3

Your mat is designed to be rolled with the

top side (the colored side with the

alignment design) on the outside between

uses. Rubber (red) side rolled with the

inside. , It’s important to roll it this way to

help ensure that your mat lies nice and flat

each time you use if for your practice.
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What we developed is of the absorbent and

hygienic materials, your skin’s natural oils

may mark or stain the surface of the mat

over time. Try to avoid practicing on the

mat with freshly applied oily creams or

massage oil, after a lot of use or use in

certain conditions, your mats materials may

get a bit ‘clogged up’ as these may cause

stains. The good news is that these sorts of

marks will often fade gradually with time or

after cleaning. But overall, we say be proud

of your mat’s battle scars from all those

good Yogi Warrior poses!

Other concerns

What CLESIGN MAT afraid of

CREAMS MASSAGE OIL

DAMP IMPROPER
STORAGE



Does the new natural
yoga mat odor?
Made natural rubber we manufacture AURORA yoga

mats also have a characteristic rubber odor. This is the

natural smell of rubber and it fades over time. you can

speed up the fading by hanging out your mat instead of

keeping it rolled up, If the smell disturbs you, follow

possibly spraying your mat with a mixture of fresh

essential oil(e.g. mint) and water (ratio 1: 3).



Download CLESIGN
NFC verification

system
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Handmade leather, each

Hanging decoration is

unique; the Hanging

decoration covers the NFC

chip, each number is unique,

and cannot be copied. After

verification, you can hang it

on your yoga bag to become

a stylish accessory!





FOR THE
ADVENTUROUS

SOUL

Made from a hi-tech 100%

natural rubber-like materials,

specially formulated to be

soft to touch without

compromising on strength or

support.

Warrior ultimate non-slip

formula, supportive

comfort you can rely on for

whatever your fitness

needs.

We in our own producing the

best quality product by

combining the latest in

technologies with all-natural

materials.

THE AURORA MAT surface is

water and sweat resistant

and mix the combination of

carbon fiber, so that he

quickly perspiration

providing a dry and

moisture-free platform

for your workout.

The combination of carbon

fiber, so that he quickly

perspiration antimicrobial

surface layer provides you

with protection from

potentially harmful bacteria

and mold build-up.

We use USA recycling

environmentally friendly tires

and mix carbon fiber & Japan

recycled plastic bottles to

make it more resilient on the

top.
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info@clesign.co.uk


